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Say hello to the

”Bambwa family” 

We are on a mission!

Improving 

quality of life

”
We create impact through our investment in African and 
Nordic companies who have a passion for improving the 
quality of life for their customers and beyond.



MICHAEL MATHIESEN  •  CEO Bambwa Group
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SUMMER IS ALMOST HERE and we are all looking forward to the life-giving sun and heat. Rarely have we 

needed so much good energy and courage in life. We must create ”light” and development so that we can 

displace the darkness that the Coronavirus, the climate and environmental crisis and poverty have put on 

the world. Bambwa Group will contribute to this.

Our vision is to ensure a world where the individual is safe and can contribute to the 

continuous development of himself, his family and society.

We are working on this through our mission to improve people’s 

quality of life. We invest capital, knowledge, experience and 

our international network into European and African growth 

companies with sustainable business models where we can 

make a di� erence.

Our background is 35 years of experience in the establishment, 

development and growth of companies in the US, 

Europe, Russia, Asia and Africa. We have had both

 our victories and our defeats. Made many IPOs, 

and some shutdowns, created many rich 

entrepreneurs and happy investors, and 

never have we been more hungry and keen on 

living out Bambwa’s motto; “Impact by Action”.

After 2 years of work, we have created the � rst 

Nordic African venture capital company, with a portfolio

of 7 companies, of which 4 has Unicorn potential. 

We achieved a breakeven in 2020 and are working towards 

an IPO within the next 12 months. Based on our results and 

potential, as well as the great interest in our work that we 

meet in the Nordic region and Africa, we hope that Bambwa 

can become the � rst Nordic African “must have” stock!

When we now launch our quarterly magazine, ”Let’s go Bambwa”, 
it is an expression of the desire to share our information, and ideas, 

with our 100 current, and hopefully many coming new shareholders. 

In the upcoming issues of the Magazine we will provide much more 

detailed information about our portfolio companies.  

This initial edition is just meant to set the scene. 

We are happy to receive criticism, praise and ideas for the 

development of Bambwa, our portfolio companies and the 

”bridge” between the Nordic region and Africa. We must create 

the future together, and it begins today!
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KEY TO OUR setup is the multilateral relationship between the Nordics and East and West Africa:

Bambwa’s ambition is to help the portfolio companies to grow internationally, extending the reach of their impact.

This means for our African portfolio companies to enter the Western or Asian market or simply grow in other parts of 

the huge African market.

Local knowledge, presence and workforce give Bambwa local business status across Nordics, East and West Africa. 

This has already resulted in a large number of requests from Nordic companies and individuals, who want to invest 

in setting up African businesses.

Bambwa will utilize the growing trend of Pan African/Intercontinental trade, based on our multiple positions acrosss 

Africa. Intercontinental trade in Africa today is only 16% compared to 68% in Europe.

In the next seven pages you can read more about the companies in the Bambwa portfolio.

Say hello to 
”The Bambwa family”

Global River Center
48.5% 50% 3% 100% 8% (+7%) 25% 5% (+5%)

Sakamico Unumed Who’s Who Telconomic Conectomed SuperManager

The numbers listed above indicate Bambwa Groups ownership of the company.
Numbers in parentheses show potential additional ownership by Bambwa Group.



GLOBAL RIVER CENTER is a commercial impact business 

that seeks to improve the quality of life for at least 14 mil-

lion young Africans in non-urban areas.This is made possible 

through the creation of 200+ multi-functional centers combi-

ned with a much needed App.

The River Center leases out spaces for trade, learning, enter-

tainment, community services and communication. 

The River Life™ App broadens the reach of each 

Center, and provides access to multiple services and tools 

to the broader community. Since the companies crea-

tion in 2018, Global River Center has developed rapidly. 

This progression includes building an expert advisory 

board, cementing top-tier partner relationships with the in-

ternationally awarded architect Morten Schmidt and compa-

nies such as Niras, Sweco and Lindab to name a few. They 

have also received allocation of several plots of land across 

Sub-Saharan Africa. The construction of the � rst River Cen-

ter is expected to commence later this year, along with the 

launch of the River Life™ App. 

www.globalrivercenter.com

Building Better Futures For Young Africans

CEO Elizabeth Boye
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PHOTO: GLOBAL RIVER CENTER A/S
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SAKAMICO is a company focused on gold mining in 

Liberia, co-owned and operated between Bambwa Group and 

the management. The company follows best practice pro-

cedures in environmental and sustainable mining, ensuring 

there is no negative impact on the local environment.

Since early 2020 the mine has been in the development 

phase. Infrastructure has been built on site and a team has 

been employed comprised of industry experts and local 

labour.

As we speak the production line is being optimized and will 

run in the coming weeks. 

According to the geological reports the Sakamico mining site 

has a potential yield of 20-40kg per month.

www.sakamico.com

Sustainable Gold Mining in Liberia 
- A Nordic-Liberian mining partnership
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CEO Kaliefah Soko Sackor



UNUMED is a software and data science company wor-

king towards a world where the best technology supports, 

enables, and empowers healthcare professionals, hospital 

administrators, and patients globally. To bring about this vi-

sion, they have developed a next generation Hospital Mana-

gement System (HMS) including AI technology that is truly 

user-centric and highly con� gurable, yet easy to deploy. 

Unumed has a fast-growing international team of highly 

motivated people with the single aim of delivering a 

modern, powerful hospital management system.

After 6 years intense development Unumed has now started 

the sale in Africa and South East Asia. The � rst 3 hospitals are 

now operation and 3 more are in installation.

www.unumed.com

Unumed is a hospital management system 
that improves delivery of healthcare services
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CEO Henrik Albertson
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CONECTOMED is a healthcare company that specialises in 

the large scale procurement of medical equipment to and 

supplies technological healthcare services.

The company formed by key medical doctors, healthcare 

and business executives as a response to the outbreak of 

the Covid pandemic in early 2020.

One of the key services supplied by the company is access 

to a AI driven remote mobile health monitoring tool, that 

can help provide vital diagnostics analysis using a standard 

smart phone camera.

At the moment the company has access to a large volume 

supply of Covid vaccines.

www.conectomed.com

Providing Curve Flattening Solutions
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CEO Daniel Koob



Building a new networking ecosystem 
in Ghana, and beyond
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WHO’S WHO IN GHANA has a unique business model - 

networking-as-a-service. The aim of the company is to help 

facilitate the next generation of networking amongst Ghana’s top 

professionals. This is much needed within Ghana and across Africa 

in order to support the next generation of development and 

economic growth.

The company has a range of products, including an annual guide 

book of the nations most in� uential, a digital directory of this 

same community of people, and a range of events

tailored to help facilitate the development of professional 

networks within all key business community sectors.

The company is in the process of developing partnerships with 

some of Ghana’s most in� uential media professionals and 

preparing to scale the business model across Africa.

www.whoswhoghana.com

CEO Fredua Dankwa
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TELCONOMIC is a Danish based B2B company with 10 years 

of experience within the � eld of analysing the data and 

telecom consumption of medium and large businesses – with 

a view to create cost saving solutions. They operate their 

business on a no-cure no-pay principle and have a proven 

track record of helping their customers achieve huge savings 

through the restructuring of their telecommunication agre-

ements. Normally this saving is between 20-50%. 

Their unique expert knowledge is owing to the fact that, for 

as long as it has existed, the company has solely been focu-

sing on and worked within precisely the sourcing area.

In early 2021 they expanded their Nordic operations into 

Sweden and are already building a strong client list 

throughout the country.

www.telconomic.com

Helping customers achieve large savings
in telecommunication costs
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CEO Flemming Beogh



SUPERMANAGER is a Danish edu-tech company that is 

looking to positively impact management skills in emerging 

economies by upskilling business leaders, usings its free 

mobile application.

SuperManager tackles the two major factors that currently 

impede business leaders from upskilling -training courses 

are often time consuming and expensive.

The double edged SuperManager solution is to provide a 

free expert led training platform that divides the lessons into 

bite-sized chunks - micro lessons.

They supercharge this solution by utilizing AI chatbot 

technology.

www.supermanager.cc

Imagine if the World´s 100 million
managers were just 5% better!
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CEO Brian Baptista



From the Bambwa Universe

Telconomic enter the Swedish market, prepares to bring big 
savings to new clients in the region. If you or your business 
colleages want to bene�t from savings please contact 
Telconomics Sweden VD - Michael Villaume at: 
mv@telconomic.com 

Earlier this year we lost a dear colleague, Stefan Andersson, who passed 
away after a brief illness.

Stefan was a man who made a big impact on those who met him. This 
was true for us in Bambwa Group, and for those within our portfolio com-
pany Sakamico, who he provided consultation for, and for who he played 
a key role in helping to establish the infrastructure of their mine in Liberia. 

He was clearly a man who lived to give. This was evident to us when we 
travelled to Liberia with Stefan last year. Whilst at the mine site deep in the 
Liberian jungle, Stefan displayed a strength of character not often seen. 
With the enthusiasm of a man half his age, he quickly proved himself a 
thoughtful and generous team player and leader. He helped Sakamico to 
lay the foundations of a project in its infancy and lent his expert guidance 
to the newly established team. In the words of Sakamico CEO Kaliefah 
Soko Sackor, ”Stefan’s love and respect for nature directly inspired us in our 
quest to be clean and sustainable in all aspects of our mining operations”.

We are deeply saddened with his passing and o�er our deepest sympat-
hy to his loved ones from all at Bambwa and Sakamico. He will be sorely 
missed. 

We are happy to have had the opportunity to work with him, and have a 
small condolence in the fact that the impact he made in Liberia will live 
on.

Small & Big impacts

Stefan Andersson Tribute

200
the number of Global River Centers expected to
be built across Africa in the coming decade.

70
the number of jobs set to be provided to rural Liberians 
in the Sakamico mine.

552
the amount of Ghana’s top professionals pro�led in the  
Who’s Who in Ghana hardback book.

100,000,000
the size of the market of middle managers that  
Supermanager aims to help upskill.

1 
the number of systems that Unumed provides in their one 
system healthcare solution - helping healthcare providers 
untangle themselves from webs of expensive and unweildy 
solutions.

80 
the numbers of healthcare providers already using the  
AI solution that Conectomed helps supply.

Our Impact - In numbers

”
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Global River Center
Since the start of this year Global River Center has managed to conduct two 
research projects in Africa, exploring never before seen insights into access to 
internet and data amongst young people.

The studies took place in rural Ghana and Uganda, where GRC have built teams 
of skilled researchers, who took to the streets to interview the youth of their 
areas.

Findings from the studies will go to ensuring that the development of Global 
River Center is uniquely �tted to meet the needs of their target demograp-
hic, and ensure the project stays true to it’s goal of building better futures for 
countless young people in rural Africa.

The development of a team of dedicated researchers and the data they provide 
has also created a strong additional business case for the company. Custom re-
search projects and data sets from severly underdocumented regions of Africa 
are available on request from Global River Center as required. Please contact 
CEO ELizabeth Boye at eb@globalrivercenter.com for more information.

Small & Big impacts

”
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Join 
the Bambwa 
Family on the Go
This section of the magazine details upcoming events 
from the Bambwa Family and our extended circle of 
friends (our direct network and 
others with a shared Euro-African agenda).

If you would like to stay informed of upcoming 
events and activities from the Bambwa universe 
please be sure to subscribe to our mailing list or 
follow us on Facebook and Linkedin.

Further information  on all the following events can 
be found at: bambwagroup.com/events.

June

9 - 11 - Global River Center Investor Meeting
Global River Center and DGE are hosting 2 investor me-
etings in Aarhus by invitation only - details will follow.

11th - Is Digitization Africa’s Big Chance?
Experience Jesper Drescher presenting his book Digital 
Africa: Investing In Africa’s Most Untapped Source.

14th - Africa Innovation Network
The 10 year anniversary event for Danish African 
Innovation Network.

16th - SuperManager Webinar
Launch Event @ 16CET

29th - Telconomic Consulting
How to improve your companies result during the 
vacation.
Webinar @ 15pm

July

19-22 - Bambwa Group AB Investor Meetings
Understand and join the African Growth.
19th - Hornbæk (Denmark)
20th - Båstad (Sverige)
21st - Marstrand (Sverige)
22nd - Skagen (Denmark)

August

13th - Opportunities for Innovation and Partnership 
in Tanzania
Ambassador Mette Nørgaard Dissing-Spandet gives a 
brief status on the political environment and market in 
Tanzania.

PHOTO: GLOBAL RIVER CENTER A/S



Facing forward with
our new costume
As Bambwa Group develops its operations, it takes care to rebrand the company with a new 
graphic pro�le. The pro�le will be the company’s face to the outside world and will strengthen 
the company’s vision and goal of creating Impact by Action..

Improving the quality of life for people is our mission and 

we always seek to work with change creators and positive 

thinkers who strive to repaint the future.

With this in mind, we set out to repaint our own futu-

re - starting with our branding. We felt there was room for 

improvement in how 

we communicated 

through our visual 

identity.

Creating a graphic 

pro�le is a creative 

work where there is a 

lot to think about. The 

logo must �t in with 

the company’s opera-

tions. The logo should 

also be positive, cre-

ate emotions and be 

strongly recognizable. 

Stefan Larsson, 

who has been in the 

graphic industry for 

more than 30 years, 

was commissioned to 

change Bambwa’s pro�le and has been drawing on a con-

cept for Bambwa for some time now.

With his computer and drawing board, Bambwa’s new 

”suit” has been created. The pro�le will work and function in 

all contexts for the future. 

The origin of the logo is an interesting story, taking it’s 

in�uence from several threads. These include the compa-

nies Chinese history (before running Bambwa Group, CEO 

Michael Mathiesen spent decades doing business in China 

and with Chinese partners) and the direct symbolic inter-

pretation of the companies mission - to bridge the conti-

nents of Europe (especially the Nordics) and Africa.

The Chinese in�uence can be seen in the fact that then 

symbol is the Chinese symbol for the number 8.

This is not a random decision - the number 8 is the most 

favored number in modern China due to its association 

with wealth and luck. The Chinese love this number both in 

trivial matters and in big moments. For example, 8 is given 

the highest priority when buying a number plate or buying 

a house.

The more literal symbolism can be seen in the fact that 

the logo contains two paths, coming towards each other 

- the birth of a bridge. We don’t need to explain how im-

portant a symbol the bridge is in business, and have pre-

viously stated our dreams of being a key factor in bridging 

African-Nordic rela-

tions. But what these 

bridging paths also 

symbolize is the syn-

ergy that occurs, not 

only when huge en-

tities like continents 

colloborate, but also 

when we, as a com-

pany, work together 

with our portfolio 

companies. We �rmly 

believe that the who-

le can be greater than 

the sum of its parts, 

when the work and 

e�ort for progress is 

put in.

The dark red color 

in the logo was chosen for stability, seriousness and the hu-

man connection.

When it comes to the actual words used in our brand 

name, ”Bambwa” , there’s a couple of di�erent takes. The 

word means two di�erent things in Swahili. It means ”to 

hug” and it also means, ”to be arrested”. We prefer the for-

mer, but there has de�nitely been times when we enjoy the 

boldness of the latter!

The company’s slogan: Impact by Action, is more straight 

forward.  It is exactly what we want and will do, create sus-

tainable Impact by Acting.

Now with the new graphic ”costume” and also with our 

new magazine that you are currently reading, we look for-

ward to taking new steps and putting Bambwa on the big 

stage.

The next issue of Lets Go Bambwa will be our autumn 

issue and is expected to be released in September.

We take the opportunity to wish all our readers a plea-

sant and refreshing summer.
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+46 739 787 764

Klostergatan 2, Lund 22222, Sweden

www.bambwagroup.com

hello@bambwa.com




